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Lesson: 05-05-2020

Objective/Learning Target: 
I can create an original Self-Portrait imitating at least one 

of the key components of Rembrandt’s style



Masterpiece 
Monday

Take a closer 
look at a Famous 
Artist and their 
work

Technique 
Tuesday

Practice Skills 
Known and new 
techniques

What’s Up 
Wednesday

Explore a 
technique or 
Artist happening 
somewhere in the 
world right now! 

 Thumbnail 
Thursday

Small, loose 
sketches of 
objects we find 
or design 
concepts

Figure 
Friday

Figure drawing 
challenges



Try it out Tuesday!
Yesterday we talked all about the artist Rembrandt and it 
was mentioned that he often made self portraits. Today I 
want to challenge you to make a self-portrait in a style 
inspired by Rembrandt. 

We will take some time to look at more of his work, and also 
to think about the role that identity plays in the art of 
portraiture. 



Self-Portraits 
This video 
takes you 
through the 
National 
Gallery of Art 
to learn more 
about 
Rembrandt’s 
Self-Portraits

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFMFH8Nf0Zw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFMFH8Nf0Zw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFMFH8Nf0Zw


Key Elements to recognising a Rembrandt
❖ The skillful use of contrast, usually of light and dark
❖ Hats, all of the hats!(or varied costumes)
❖ Whimsy, playfulness or other humanising emotions that 

makes the subject relatable to the viewer 
❖ Descriptive detail (wrinkles, imperfections, layers of 

color in the brushstrokes that create the shadows)

Which element of Rembrandt’s work appeals to your personal 
aesthetic or style? What could YOU add in your portrait to 
imitate Rembrandt and still make the portrait your own?



Why are 
portraits such 
a big deal?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-XvGWFXQ0I


Planning your Self-Portrait
Some things you need to think about:

❖ What medium suits your personality? Photography, drawing 
painting or maybe even collage? (Your choice might be dependent 
on what you have available to you & that is okay too)

❖ What, if anything will you include around yourself or in 
the background?

❖ What will you wear, and what statement does that make to 
the viewer? 



Reminders About Facial Proportions
❖ Your head should be sort 

of egg-shaped.
❖ The eyes are about ½ way 

down the head.
❖ The space between the 

eyes is about one eye 
width.

❖ The head is about 5 eyes 
wide.

❖ The corners of the mouth 
should line up with the 
pupils of the eyes.



What to Include
❖ Your portrait should be of YOU
❖ It should show at least your head and shoulders (you are 

welcome to show more of your torso/full body length if you prefer, it 
should not just be a floating head though)

❖ At least one of the four qualities that makes it similar 
to Rembrandt’s work, as listed on the previous slide. 
Here is a reminder:
➢ Use of contrast
➢ Use of hats or costumes
➢ The role or portrayal of an emotion
➢ Descriptive detail

Begin your brainstorming today, we will continue to draft a final tomorrow!



Posters we use to 
teach you...





How to show us 
your 

creations...
We’d
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